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 Situation  The Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) is an organization that 

advocates for the value of education in transforming lives and society. It embarked on 

a campaign, called “Discover the Next,” focused on helping colleges and universities 

highlight the many benefits that they provide to individuals, communities, and the world 

at large in their marketing communications, stakeholder messaging, and advancement 

efforts. With limited in-house resources, CASE needed a partner to provide the bandwidth 

and quick turnaround capability to create an innovative and important component of the 

campaign—a “digital toolkit” document that gave educators a comprehensive resource 

for “Discover the Next” messaging topics, campaign look-and-feel guidelines, and social 

media recommendations.

 Solution  After TDC was awarded the assignment, we collaborated with CASE staff to bring both the 

content and design of the 40-page toolkit to life. TDC developed the overall presentation 

and layout of the toolkit; integrated the color palette, typography, logo usage, and imagery 

elements of the campaign brand into the toolkit; and created all of the reference examples 

reflecting the look-and-feel of the campaign materials. In addition, we co-wrote the 

campaign rationale, messaging guidelines, brand identity example copy, social media 

guideline copy, and FAQ content.

 Result  CASE was so pleased with the results that it asked TDC to develop an accompanying 

collateral piece to help promote the toolkit. Since then, CASE has invited TDC to work 

on additional long-form assignments to support its communications and member 

engagement efforts.



Introduction

Discover the Next is a joint project of the Council  

for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE), 

the American Council on Education (ACE), and the 

Association of Governing Boards of Universities and 

Colleges (AGB). This campaign will enable colleges 

and universities to share and reinforce among their 

audiences the many benefits that they have on  

individual lives, communities, and the world as a whole. 

Recognizing the value of stimulating this conversation 

around the importance of higher education, CASE  

received a grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates  

Foundation that will support the development of  

materials and the recruitment of higher education  

institutions to advance this initiative.

In this document you will find a convenient toolkit of 

downloadable digital assets and helpful reference 

materials that you can use to create, enhance, and 

broaden your communications outreach to highlight 

the positive impact of your institution and the impact 

of the sector as a whole. This toolkit includes:

 •  Key messaging topics 

 •  Brand identity assets and guidelines

 •  Social media recommendations and samples

This digital toolkit is the first phase of Discover the Next 

assets to be rolled out. While it provides a wide range of 

components to help bolster your messaging and stories, 

additional phases will include more components that you 

can use for specific applications and purposes. 
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Campaign Logo Variations

The Discover the Next logo comprises a fixed set of words  

rendered in a standard set of colors. It can be reproduced in 

several ways shown here.

Variations

Use of the full-color version is preferred but when necessary the 

logo can be used in reversed or black-and-white versions.

DOWNLOAD FILES

Full Color Logo Full Color Logo with Tagline

Reversed Logo Options Reversed Mono Logo Options
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The following pages present the visual tools and  

parameters of Discover the Next brand  

components, including:

 •   Campaign logo

 •   Logo usage don’ts

 •   Color palette

 •   Campaign hashtag

 •   Campaign typefaces

 •   Typeface usage

 •   Imagery guidelines

 •   Imagery don’ts

By adhering to these guidelines, your campaign 

communications will have a coherent and integrated 

presentation, resulting in more memorable and  

effective messaging. 
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